
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

The BR Lexile Code 
 
 
  



 

What is the BR Lexile code? 
 
BR stands for Beginning Reading, and it indicates a Lexile measure for a text or student that occurs below 0L 
on the Lexile scale. Beginning Reading measures follow this format: BR###.  
The smaller the number following the letters BR, the more advanced the reader is. For example, a student with 
a Lexile measure of BR100L is a more advanced reader than a student with a Lexile measure of BR300L.  
Once a Lexile measure crosses above 0L then the smaller the number, the less advanced the reader or less 
complex the text. For example, a book with a Lexile measure of 100L is less complex than a book with a Lexile 
measure of 300L. 
 
Previously, all books measuring below 0L were given a standalone “BR” (Beginning Reader) code. Now texts 
with a BR code will also receive a Lexile measure (e.g., BR100L). The addition of a Lexile measure for books 
below 0L allows for greater differentiation at the beginner level. 
 
For more information please visit: https://lexile.com/educators/find-books-at-the-right-level/find-books-
beginning-readers/ 
 
Also, “early-reading indicators” are provided for text with Lexile measures of 650L or below in order to help 
identify important text features in early-reading materials that could present more or less of a challenge for a 
reader. 
 
For more information please visit: https://lexile.com/educators/tools-to-support-reading-at-school/early-
reading-indicators/ 
 

• Students reading at 100L or below lack foundational reading skills necessary to read 
independently with success. 

 
 
Broadening the book recommendation for pupils with a high interest age and low Lexile score 
 
Scholastic Reading Pro is designed to recommend books to children with a broad range of reading abilities 
and interest ages.  Reading Pro works particularly well in in recommending books to children who have a 
lower than average Lexile score for their age if this difference is within one to two years difference. 
 
You can broaden the recommended book list by making an adjustment in the ‘Settings’ tab of Reading Pro. 
And you can also search for books for specific pupils the ‘Search’ tab on the Teachers or Admin view. 
 

• Please bear in mind that if there is a significant difference between the student’s Lexile score 
and their chronological age, there may well not be many published mainstream books that fit 
that profile. 
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This site can also be used to find books with below 0L scores https://hub.lexile.com/find-a-book/search, 
however, please note that these titles may not have a corresponding quiz in Scholastic Reading Pro.  

 

Changing the Settings  

1. Log into Scholastic Reading Pro 
2. Select the ‘Settings’ tab 
3. On the settings page, scroll down until you get to the ‘book quiz’ settings and select ‘Allow students to 

search outside educational level’ and then tick the boxes you are comfortable with. 
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Using the Teacher or Admin view ‘Search’ 

1. Select the ‘Search’ tab 
2. Use the filters down the left hand side 
3. Input the students ‘Lexile range’ (50 points above and 100 points below their Lexile score) and then 

select the ‘educational level’ for your pupils and press Enter. This will give you a list of all books in 
Reading Pro at that level.  
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please visit https://shop.scholastic.co.uk/Reading-Pro-Training for further 
guides and training videos, and for any queries please contact 

readingpro@scholastic.co.uk 
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